Supplemental Methods: Standardized MNase-seq Analysis

Alignment of unique (mappable) short-read sequences

All MNase-seq sequence reads should be aligned to their respective reference genome using the same alignment algorithm, parameters for alignment (number of mismatches allowed), and genome-build aligned to. Using this alignment algorithm, unique (mappable) regions of the genome should be identified and separated from non-unique (un-mappable) sequences. The latter should be removed from downstream analysis and should be identified in a reader-accessible database.

Extrapolating nucleosomal signals from aligned single-end sequences

Chromatin researchers often elect to process sequencing data by artificially extending short single-read sequences to assumed nucleosomal lengths (147 bp), to view nucleosome positioning and occupancy data in a more biologically relevant context. Uniform extension to 147 bp assumes that sequenced nucleosomal DNA populations are homogenous in size, which may not be accurate given differences in MNase digestion sequence biases, experimental sequence-specific biases and variability in the length of the measured nucleosomal DNA sequences[1-5]. Despite these caveats, uniform extension is still the most widely used analytical technique in the literature and can be a valuable tool for MNase-seq analysis if employed properly. Optimized uniform extension lengths can be selected by identifying the maximum correlation between forward and reverse sequencing tags [6]. This approach assures avoidance of over-extending DNA templates. The need to avoid over-extension is not surprising, because whenever single-end data are extended the extended sequences are predicted. Therefore, there are some inaccuracies with extended data, and the likelihood of introducing these inaccuracies increases with the length of the extension. For example, with a 36-bp single-end read we can be 100% sure that 37 bp were sequenced or even 100 bp, given the size selection of DNA material for sequence library preparations. However, we cannot be 100% sure that 147 bp were sequenced, and the further the data are extended the more likely that inaccuracies will be introduced into downstream analyses.

After extension of reads, each dataset needs to be standardized to correct for differences in the number of sequencing reads in each experiment (Eq. 1). Additional standardization measures include converting data into a relative ratio, which corresponds to deviation from average (Eq. 2). Many researchers elect to further transform this relative ratio into log-space by taking the log2[7-8]. This transformation is popular because it moves the data from ratio-space into continuous-space, thus enabling the use of standard statistical techniques. The added challenge with converting data into log2 ratios is that sites with zero sequence reads will be undefined. Therefore, the lowest theoretical value can be substituted at these locations to enable calculation (Eq. 3). Following standardization, MNase-seq datasets may be grouped together or viewed individually for conventional signal normalization (e.g. Z-score statistic) if warranted.

\[
\text{Eq. 1: Standardization of sequence read counts to 1 million reads. Where "total \# of mapped reads" is the total of number sequence reads which align uniquely to the genome and "\# of extended reads at bp" is the number of extended mapped reads covering that base pair.}
\]

\[
\text{\# reads at bp (std \, 1 \, mil) = } \frac{1 \times 10^6}{\text{total \# mapped reads}} \times \text{\# of extended reads at bp}
\]
**Eq. 2** MNase protection = \( \frac{\text{# reads at } bp_{\text{std 1 mil}}}{\text{AVERAGE(\# reads at } bp_{\text{std 1 mil}})} \)

**Eq. 2: Transforming standardized data to a relative ratio.** Where “\( \text{AVERAGE(\# reads at } bp_{\text{std 1 mil}}) \)” is the average number of reads for all base pairs in the genome.

**Eq. 3** MNase protection\(_{\text{at 0 site}}\) = \( \frac{1 \times 10^6}{(\text{total } \# \text{ mapped reads} + 1) \times \text{AVERAGE(\# reads at } bp_{\text{std 1 mil}})} \)

**Eq. 3: Determining the lowest theoretical value.** A single read is added to total \# mapped reads for sites with zero mapped reads, thus defining the value if one additional read was sequenced and it was at this location.

In addition to uniform extension, alternative approaches to the analysis of MNase-seq datasets include the use of a nucleosome prediction algorithm (template filtering) developed by Weiner et al [5]. This program examines the distribution of single-end sequencing reads for MNase-seq experiments and fits this data to optimize the extension lengths of individual sequenced nucleosomal DNA templates, enabling variable extension sizes ranging from 80 to 220 bp. Template filtering outputs a set of predicted nucleosomes positions and occupancies. Use of variable extension in the analysis of MNase-seq datasets removes assumptions of uniform extension. Despite this advantage, however, the identification of individual nucleosome DNA templates by template filtering makes alternative assumptions regarding called nucleosome template overlaps and relative abundances and may eliminate sequences from analysis to optimize the fit of data to specific chromatin structures. In contrast, uniform extension of single read MNase-seq datasets incorporates all sequencing data into the analysis and may be of additional value in investigating low-abundance variations in chromatin.

**Identifying differences between MNase-seq datasets**

To identify sites of dissimilarly between two datasets we suggest using both extended data and nucleosome predictions (template filtering). When comparing nucleosome predictions, one can search between datasets for different called nucleosome locations and occupancies. The significance of changes in occupancy and/or location for called templates between two datasets can be tested using non-parametric approaches. Changes of interest can be compared to changes seen from a random sampling of predicted nucleosomes from both datasets when sampling the remainder of the genome [9].

Alternatively, comparisons between extended log\(_2\) ratio datasets can be done by sliding a window across both datasets and calculating a Pearson correlation. Windows with a low correlation can identify regions of dissimilarity between the two MNase-seq datasets. Both the size and correlation cutoffs for dissimilar windows can be adjusted to allow for more lenient definitions of dissimilar chromatin structures if/when necessary. Cutoff adjustments may be guided by examining the histogram distribution for all correlation windows (Figure 4).
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